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200 vegi caps, 500mg each. Our formula breaks down all food components and encourages

whole body excellence by powerfully aiding digestion, dissolving and expelling unhealthy

tissues, and body waste, reducing inflamed tissue and decreasing exercise recovery time.

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerManufacturer 

Description 

Digest better with powerful food enzymes!

Click here to read the full Power Plus profile

See the Power Plus Enzymes label and supplement

Read the Power Plus Enzymes clinical study
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Power Plus Food Enzymes
 

Suggested Use: Take 1 to 3 capsules before each meal (or as directed by a physician) as a
digestive aid. Individuals with ulcers or biliary stasis should consult with a physician before
consuming Power Plus Enzymes. 

Alternatively, take one Power Plus with your daily supplement regime for maximum absorption.

Enzymes are responsible for every metabolic and catalytic reaction in the body and are a
cornerstone for optimum health and superior physical functioning. Modern processed diets,
rampant with adulterated ingredients, overcooked particles, and un-natural chemical
compounds deplete the body of critical enzymes and have been indicated as a primary cause of
the early decline and poor functioning of the modern human body. A lack of sufficient enzymes
may prematurely age the tissues and functions of the human system and lead to the inferior
digestion of food.

Our powerful enzyme blend is comprised of 10 concentrated whole food enzymes with
strategically blended mineral co-factors. Our formula seeks to encourage whole body excellence
by powerfully aiding digestion, dissolving and expelling unhealthy tissues and body waste,
reducing inflamed tissue and decreasing exercise recovery time by removing excessive proteins
and strengthening the immune system. As we lose our enzyme reserves we age more quickly,
repair cell damage more slowly, and generally, lose our body’s optimum functionality.
Replenish your reservoirs all while optimally absorbing your food intake with our Power Plus
formula.

As per our usual never-satisfied standard of quality, we decided to pit our Power Plus formula
against Irritable Bowel Syndrome, the most common gastrointestinal disorder in the world
(10-20% of the world population suffers from IBS) with a double blind, placebo controlled, peer
reviewed clinical study. Our 60 subjects consumed Power Plus for 60 days and then had 3 post
study checkups over a three month period after the trial. Drumroll please….. “the overall
improvement registered an average of 74% for all markers assessed” which included
“abdominal pain, bloating, constipation, diarrhea, and mucus with bowel movements”.

Top quality enzymes are great as a supplement for overall better health and make a great pair
with all of our formulas for the best possible absorption. Our enzymes are synergistically
formulated with 100% natural vegan ingredients and clinically tested for their potency and
efficacy!

SUGGESTED RETAIL = $41

 

Units in box: 1 
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